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MN GOP US SENATE CANDIDATE WARNS: “MINNESOTA MUST TRY TO PREVENT CIVIL WAR”
Bob “Again” Carney Jr., from Minneapolis, Candidate for US Senate for Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN, 06/11/2020 – Bob “Again” Carney Jr. (“bobagain”) will be touring Minnesota this
summer , campaigning for the Republican primary nomination for the US Senate. He supports Joe Biden
for President, and his campaign is founded on this warning: “Minnesota must try to prevent Civil War.”
In 2012 bobagain ran his only other US Senate campaign. He spent less than $5,000, but won (rounding
up) about 17,000 votes; about 14% of the GOP primary total. In 2016, as the Republican nominee for
State Senate District 61, bobagain was the top Republican vote getter for the Legislature in Minneapolis,
winning about 10,000 votes and outpolling President Trump in his district by over 3,000 votes.
“Minnesotans who have been ‘kicked out’ of the party can and must take our party back,” bobagain
said, echoing the theme of his May 19th Star Tribune counterpoint.
Replacing President Trump is the centerpiece of bobagain’s campaign. However, he is also calling on all
Minnesotans to consider their choices for the Legislature based on state-level issues. “Minnesota has
‘enjoyed’ divided government for 28 of the last 30 years – 2012 to 2014 was the only time the
Governor’s office and both Legislative houses were controlled by one party. Today, we need balance and
compromise more than ever,” bobagain said.
To avoid Civil War, bobagain believes America must elect Democrat Joe Biden – assuming he is the
nominee. “This is the only possible way to replace President Trump. This is frankly a ‘band aid’ solution,
but it is better than nothing. I’m convinced that we have no real choice but to do this,” bobagain said.
In the course of the campaign, bobagain will also be offering technology-based solutions to COVID-19
and to climate changed caused by CO2 from fossil fuels. “We have a technological capability to solve
both challenges, and I’ll be presenting my plans,” bobagain said. He has Bachelor of Arts degree from
Macalester College with a core in Physics (between a Major and a Minor), and a Master of Business
Administration (MBA) degree from the University of Minnesota.
During the upcoming Special Session, bobagain will be visiting with Legislators at the Capitol.
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